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APPENDIX B- |

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !
REGION IV ;

i

NRC Inspection Report: 50-482/90-16 Operating License: NPF-42 |

Docket': 50-482 |
*

Licensee: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation.(WCN00)
P.O. Box 411 !

Burlington, Kansas 66839 . j

Facility Name: Wolf Creek Generating St uion (WCGS)

Inspection At: WCGS, Coffey County, Burlingt0n, Kansas

Inspection Conducted: April 1-30, 1990

Inspector: M. E. Skow, Senior Resident Inspector
Project Section D, Division of Reactor Projects
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Approved:
D. Persinko, Acting Chief, Project Section D Date
Division of Reactor Projects

Inspection Summary

Inspection Conducted April 1-30,1990 (Report 50-482/90-16)
,

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection including plant. status,
onsite followup of events at operating power reactors,. operational safety ;

verification, monthly surveillance observation, monthly maintenance observation, ;
refueling activities, and followup on a previously identified NRC item. - '

Results: Within the areas inspected, one violation was identified (failure to
follow procedure). The violation occurred during eddy current testing of a '

rod cluster control assembly (RCCA). Operators moved the spent fuel pool bridge #

crane while the handling tool was still connected to the RCCA in the test-
location (paragraph 8). A contaminated water spill inside containment occurred

t

as a result of a stroke test performed on a pressurizer power operated relief '

valve (PORV) block valve. The water leaked from the disassembled downstream .

PORV (paragraph 4). A small fire occurred on the "B" diesel. generator exhaust
header during a 24-hour run (paragraph 3). '
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DETAIM

1. Persons Contacted-

Prir,cipal Licensee Personnel

*J. A. Bailey, Vice President, Nuclear Operations
*G. D. Boyer, Plant Manager
H. K. Chernoff, Supervisor, Licensing

*A. B. Clason, Supervisor, Maintenance Engineering
*M. E. Dingler, Manager, Nulcear Plant Engineering (NPE) Systems-
*R. B. Flannigan, Manager, Nuclear Safety Engineering (NSE)
.C. W. Fowler, Manager, Instrumentation and Control (I&C).

*R. W. Holloway, Manager, Maintenance and Modifications
*W M. Lindsay, Manager, Quality Assurance (QA)
*R. L. Logsdon, Manager, Chemistry
O. L. Maynard, Manager Regulatory Services

*T. S. Morrill, Manager, Radiation Protection
D. G. Moseby, Supervisor, Operations

*C, E. Parry, Director, Quality
'*J. M. Pippin, Mar.ager NPE
*C Sprout Section Manager, NPE, WCGS
*J. Weeks, Operations Manager
*S. Wideman, Senior Licensing Specialist
*M. G. Williams, Panager, Plant Support

The inspector a'so contacted other members of the licensee's staff during
the inspection reriod to discuss identified issues.

-

* Denotes those personnel in attendance at the exit meeting held on May 1, L i

1990.

2. Plant Status -

i

The plant was shut down on March 9, 1990, to begin Refueling Outage IV.
The reactor was defueled when this inspection period' began. On April 9,
1990, fuel reload began and Mode-6 (refueling) was entered. The fuel
reload was completed on April 15, and Mode 5 (cold shutdown) was entered
on April 26, 1990,

3. Onsite Followup of Events at Operating Power Reactors (93702L ;

The purpose of this inspection activity was to provide onsite inspection [of events at operating power reactors. Specific inspection activities !

included:

* Observing plant status;

' Evaluating the significance of the events, performance of safety '

systems, and actions taken by the licensee;
i
i
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* Confirming that the licensee had made proper notification of the
events and of any new. developments or significant changes in plant.

conditions; and ;

* Evaluating the need for further or continued NRC response to the t

events.
3

i

The following items were considered during the followup:

* Details regarding'the cause of the event, ;

* Event chronology,
,

' Functioning of safety systems as required by plant conditions, 1

i
* Radiological consequences and personnel exposure, 1

* Proposed licensee actions to correct the cause of.the' event, and.
,

* Corrective actions'taken or planned _ prior to re'sumption of facility- ;
operations. !

1

Selected events requiring licensee event reports (LERs) that' occurred i
during this report period are listed in the table below:

Date Event * plant Status Cause ]

4/16/90 CPIS, CRVIS Mode 6 Power removed from
(Refueling). Radistion Monitor

GT RE 33-

. 4/16/90 CRVIS Mode 6 Power removed from'

(Refueling) Chlorine Monitor-
GK AIT-2.

4/17/90 Fire on "B" Mode 6 Insulation adhesive on 1
diesel (Refueling) exhaust header

* Event
.

_ .)
| CRVIS - Control room ventilation isolation system actuation ~t

L CPIS - Containment purge isolation system actuation
'

Selected inspector observations regarding the events are discussed below:
* Both of the CPIS/CRVIS events on April 16, 1990, were caused whenc

power was removed from-the respective monitors and the monitors were.
not first placed in bypass. Power was removed from the monitors as-

- i

part of scheduled maintenance.

' The fire on the "B" diesel generator was caused by an adhesive used-
on the exhaust header insulation. The adhesive was used to seal

;
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sectians of the insulation together and was in contact with the hot
exhaust header during a run. The fire was smal.1, discovered q.

immediately by personnel in the room, and promptly extinguished. The- :
engine was also promptly shut down. Damage was limited to insulation -)
in the immediate_ area. This item is discussed further in. paragraph 6. ;

The inspector will' review the LERs,for these events.and will report any
findings in a subsequent inspection report.-

'

,

4. Operational Safety Verification (71707)-

'

'The purpose of this inspection was to ensure that'the facility was being ~
ioperatedsafelyand-inconformancewithlicenseandregulatory

requirements. It also was to ensure that the licensee s management-
control system was effectively discharging its responsibilities for !
continued safe operation. The methods used to perform this inspection '

included direct observation of activities and equipment, tours.of-the 'i

facility, interviews and discussions |with. licensee personnel, independent -

verification of safety system status' and limiting conditions for i

operation (LCOs), corrective actions,. and review of facili_ty records.-

Areas reviewed during this inspection. included, but were not limited to,
control room activities, routine surveillances, engineered safety feature |

operability, radiation protection controls.. fire protection, security.- *

plant cleanliness, instrumentation and alarms,. deficiency reports,. and
corrective actions. Selected inspector observations are discussed below:

* On April 4, 1990, the licensee was-performing a stroke test on
the pressurizer power operated relief-valve (PORV) block valve,.
BB PCV-455A. When the. valve was opened, water flowed out of a
downstream PORV BB HV-8000A. The' licensee found that the.PORV was

-being worked under Work Request-(WR) 01204-90c A clearance order was
in effect for the system at that time and the pressurizer was drained.

,

The control room apparentiy did not recognize'the probability that !
there would be standing water in a 14-foot vertical run of 3-inch '

pipe upstream of the block valve. No personnel contaminations or
equipment damage resulted from'this event. ;

;

* During the repairs to the "B" diesel generator exhaust header j'

discussed in paragraph 6, the licensee recognized that they would be '

ready.to put the reactor vessel head back on the reactor vessel before
the exhaust header repair would be complete. In a letter dated
October 16, 1986, the licensee committed to certain procedural
compensations should one diesel generator be out of service in

.

Modes 5 and 6 when both residual heat removal (RHR) trains are ?

required. In their letter the licensee stated that in the " event of
a loss of all AC power during Modes 5 and:6, borated makeup water !could first be supplied from the safety injection accumulators. Flow
from the accumulators would be controlled to ensure adequate reactor
coolant system (RCS) inventory. Secondly, borated makeup water could '

be supplied by gravity feed from the refueling water storage
J

' '
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tank -(RWST) into the RCS via the RHR system. .RWST inventory could be '

replenished, if necessary,,from the fire protection system when-
'directed by the shift supervisor. Aligning fire protsetion system
'

discharge into the RCS via the RHR system is a. third-st,urce of makeup
water and method of inventory addition delineated in this' off-normal
procedure." While in Modes 5 and 6 the licensee met their *

Technical Specification (TS) requirements and the provisions of the
October 16. 1986, letter with the "B." diesel generator,out of service. ,j

5. Mohthly Surveillance Observation (61726) |

The purpose of this inspection was to ascertain whether surveillance of
safety-significant systems and components was being conducted in :
accordance with TS. Methods-used to perform this inspection included '

direct observation of licensee activities and review of records. }

ltems inspected in.this area' included, but were not limited to, I

verification that:' '

' Testing was accomplished by qualified personnel in accordance with'an
,

approved test procedure,
.

* The surveillance procedure was in conformance with TS requirements,
.

* The operating system and test instrumentation was within its currens
calibration cycle,

,

* Required administrative approvals and clearances were obtained prior <

to initiating the test,

' t.COs were met and the system was properly returned to service,. and

* The test data were accurate and complete and the test.results met TS=
requirements.

Surveillances witnessed +nd/or reviewed by the inspector are listed below: 1

* STS MT-016, Revision 6, " Standby Diesel Generator Inspection,"
'

performed April 20, 1990, and

STS EP-210, Revision 8, "ECCS Accumulator Inservice Check Valve*
.

Test," performed on April 20, 1990. '

A selected inspector observation is discussed below:

The licensee discovered on April 4, 1990, that Surveillance STS EJ-201, 1)
"RHR System Inservice Valve Test," was not performed within .its required E
test frequency and was late since February 28, 1990. The equipment was I

not required to be operable at the time of discovery since all fuel was
off-loaded. The licensee performed the surveillance before beginning to-

:
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| load fuel back into the reactor. . The licensee reported this event in *

'

LER 90-004 issued on May 7,-1990. The inspector will review the~LER for. >

this event and will report any findings in a subsequent inspection report.
c

:
i. 6.. Monthly Maintenance Observation (62703)
1

The purpose of inspection in this. area was to ascertain that maintenance J

| activities on safety-related systems and components were conducted in *
'

accordance with approved procedures and TS.- Methods used in this'
. .

'

inspection included direct observation, personne1~ interviews, and records .

review.
|

| Items verified in this inspection. included: |

|
* Activities did not violate limiting conditions for operations and. !

redundant components were operable; :

* Required administrative approvals and clearances were obtained before-
| initiating work; ;
.

.

Radiological controls were properly implemented; !
*

* Fire prevention controls were implemented;

Ia Required alignments and surveillances to verify postmaintenance
operability were performed;

I Replacement parts and materials used were properly certified;
* Craftsmen were qualified to accomplish the designated task and i

additional technical expertise was made available when needed;

* QC hold points and/or checklists were used and QC personriel observed
designated work activities; and

,

* Procedures used were adequate, approved, and up to date.
.

~

| (
Portions of selected maintenance activities regarding the WRs were! <

| observed. The following WRs and related documents were reviewed by the
| inspector: : )

|- ;

|. No. Activity .

,

WR 05196-89 Install service water flow indicator for PMR 02149 |

1. ;

WR 05412-89 Repair BG HCV-128 RHR to letdown heat exchanger !

isolation valve

WR 60143-89 Refueling maintenance on the pressurizer PORV, BB HV8000A r

;

&
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WR 01204-90 Repair body-to-bonnet leak on the pressurizer PORV block i

valve, BB PCV 0455A t

WR 01546-90 Supply power from "A" train to NG04C PF2 'for the immediate-
borate valve '

WR 01687-90 "A" Containment Cooler Bundle A3 repair
i

WR 01865-90 EKJ03A Intercooler heat exchanger flange repair i

WR 02471-90 Exhaust leak on "B" diesel generator

WR 02476-90 Weld Repair AE FCV-510Lfeedwater regulating valve;

A selected inspector observation is discussed below: ;

An event discussed in paragraph 3 involved a small fire on the "B"-diesel;
,generator exhaust header. Maintenance activities during the diesel !

generator outage included work to repair. leaks in the exhaust header. flange
.joints. When the fire occurred, the licensee initially suspected that igaskets in the flange joints may have-contributed to the fire. The. . _

'

exhaust header in that area was disassembled.. inspected, and foundLintact ,

and sound. However, new gaskets had to be-installed as the header was I

reassembled. During performance of subsequent runs of the diesel'
generator, several thermal cycles were placed on the exhaust system.
During performance of an 1-hour run,.the licensee noted that.the area near
the exhaust. header was hotter than. normal and that there-was'an odor of
diesel exhaust. The header was reinspected and several failed' flange ' ,

joint gaskets were found. The licensee used a graphite composite gasket -

during this outage. Following the gasket failures, the licensee used a. '

,

new vendor supplied stainless steel gasket for the header' installation.. ,

Similar outage work was not performed during: the earlier "A" diesel- 1
outage; therefore, similar difficulties are .not expected,on that engine. -

7. Refueling Activities (60710) .f
,

.

The purpose of this inspection area was to ascertain whether refueling '

activities were being controlled and conducted as required.by TS and '

approved procedures. The inspector observed portions of fuel load from
'the fuel building, control room, and containment. Items inspected

included:
,

* Fuel handling operations and other ongoing activities were performed
in accordance with TS and approved procedures, *

* Plant conditions were maintained as required by TS,
o Good housekeeping and loose object control were. maintained in the '

refueling and spent fuel areas,
.

* Licensee staffing was in cecordance with TS and approved procedures, <

and '

.

!
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Periodic testing and verification of.the operability of refueling- ;''

related equipment and systems was performed as required by TS and "

approved procedures.
i
iOn April 11, 1990, the operators loading fuel into the reactor vessel

observed an item that appeared to be a' coin in the reactor'on the core l
plate. An i.ttempt was made to-remove the object using tape at the end of .!
a tool. However,.the object was lost but left an. imprint in the. tape the
size of a nickel. The inspector reviewed:the licensee's. safety analysis,- '

:CWR 02195-90,'which included a review of all three Westinghouse Loose .

Parts' Safety Evaluations (two previous evaluations, SECL 87-737 and
SECL 88-652, and the most resent evaluation SECL 90-234). The evaluation. '

found that the margin of safety as defined in the bases of TS will not be
reduced with a coin in the reactor vessel and that the Updated Safety ;

Analysis Report (USAR) analysis will . remain within design and regulatory .!
~

limits. In the event an object;in the reactor vessel caused a fuel rod
failure, TS 3.4.8 limits the' specific. activity that may be present in the-
RCS. That activity would be generated by failed fuel rods and the licensee -

would be required to shut down to hot standby, Mode 3 with Tavg less than' i
500'F, should the specific activity limits be reached. ;

8. Followup on a Previously Identified NRC Item (92701)
.

,

(Closed) Unresolved Item (482/9007-02): Bent RCCA - On March 30, 1990, '!

the licensee was performing eddy current tests on the RCCAs. An RCCA had
been placed in the test location in the spent fuel pool. Operators on the
bridge crane were relieved by other operators on the crew during a normal ,

rotation of operators. The new operators attempted to move the bridge '

crane while the RCCA handling tool was still attached to the RCCA. The
crane had moved about 1 foot before the operators were told that the tool

.

was still attached to the RCCA. . Movement of the bridge crane with the-
RCCA handling tool engaged with the RCCA was a violation (482/9016-01) of

.

Procedure FHP 03-012, Revision 3 " Rod Cluster Control Change-Tool
..

Operating Instructions." Step 7.2.4 requires that the control joystick
be placed the "UP EMPTY" position to. disengage and raise the tool above -

RCCA. Step 7.2.4.2 requires that the operator verify that the " ENGAGED"
light is lit and that all other lights are off. These steps were not
performed. The licensee has stated thtt the RCCA involved in this i
incident will not be utilized again in the reactor core.

The unresolved item is closed.

9. Exit Meeting (30703) ,

The inspector met with licensee personnel (denoted in paragraph 1) on i
May 1, 1990. The inspector summarized the scope and findings of the
inspection. The licensee did not identify as proprietary any of the
information provided to, or reviewed by, the inspector.

;
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